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Job Interviewing Tips 

Practice  

Practice answering interview questions and practice your responses to the typical job interview questions 

most employers ask. Think of actual examples you can use to describe your skills. Providing evidence of your 

successes is a great way to promote your candidacy.  

Prepare/Know Interviewer’s Name 

Research the company. Prepare a response so you are ready for the question "What do you know about our 

company?” Know the interviewer's name and use it during the job interview. If you're not sure of the name, 

call and ask prior to the interview. Try to relate what you know about the company when answering 

questions.  

Get Ready  

Make sure your interview attire is neat, tidy and appropriate for the type of firm you are interviewing with. 

Bring a nice portfolio with copies of your resume. Include a pen and paper for note taking.  

Be On Time  

Be on time for the interview. On time means 10-15 minutes early. If need be, take some time to drive to the 

office ahead of time so you know exactly where you are going and how long it will take to get there.  

Stay Calm  

During the job interview try to relax and stay as calm as possible. Take a moment to regroup. Maintain eye 

contact with the interviewer. Listen to the entire question before you answer and pay attention--you will be 

embarrassed if you forget the question!  

Show What You Know  

Try to relate what you know about the company when answering questions.  When discussing your career 

accomplishments match them to what the company is looking for. Follow Up.  

Always use their name during the interview. If you’re not sure of the name, call and ask prior to the interview.  

Bring Resumes 

Remember to bring extra copies of your resume to the interview. 

Behavioral Interview 

In a behavioral interview, an employer has decided what skills are needed in the person they hire and will ask 

questions to find out if the candidate has those skills. Instead of asking how you would behave, they will ask 

how you did behave. The interviewer will want to know how you handled a situation, instead of what you 

might do in the future. Behavioral interview questions will be more pointed, more probing and more specific 

than traditional interview questions:  
1. Give an example of an occasion when you used logic to solve a problem.  

2. Give an example of a goal you reached and tell me how you achieved it.  

3. Describe a decision you made that was unpopular and how you handled implementing it.  

4. Have you gone above and beyond the call of duty? If so, how? 

5. How do you react when your schedule is interrupted? Give an example of how you handle it.  

6. Have you had to convince a team to work on a project they weren't thrilled about? How did you do it?  

7. Have you handled a difficult situation with a co-worker? How?  

 

http://jobsearch.about.com/library/weekly/aa121000a.htm
http://jobsearch.about.com/library/weekly/aa121000a.htm
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How to Handle Strange or Puzzling Questions 

 

 If an interviewer asks you to solve a riddle or answer a seemingly impossible question, he or she is looking for 

the following things:  
1. How do you react under pressure? 

2. How do you solve problems? 

3. Are you imaginative/innovative? 

4. Are you quick on your feet or good with figuring in your head? 

5. Can you think outside the box? 

 

What to Wear for an Interview 

 

Men's Interview Attire  

1. Suit (solid color--navy or dark grey)  

2. Long sleeve shirt (white or coordinated with the suit)  

3. Belt  

4. Tie  

5. Dark socks, conservative leather shoes  

6. Little or no jewelry  

7. Neat, professional hairstyle  

8. Limit the aftershave  

9. Neatly trimmed nails  

10. Portfolio or briefcase  

Women's Interview Attire  

1. Suit  

2. The suit skirt should be long enough so you can sit down comfortably  

3. Coordinated blouse  

4. Conservative shoes  

5. Limited jewelry (no dangling earrings or arms full of bracelets)  

6. No jewelry is better than cheap jewelry  

7. Professional hairstyle  

8. Light make-up and perfume  

9. Neatly manicured clean nails  

10. Portfolio or briefcase  

What Not to Bring to the Interview  

1. Gum  

2. Cell phone  

3. Tablet  

4. Coffee or soda  

5. If you have lots of piercings, leave some of your rings at home (earrings only, is a good rule)  

6. Cover tattoos  
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Common Job Interview Questions  

1. Tell me about yourself.  

2. How do you handle stress and pressure?  

3. What motivates you?  

4. What are your strengths? 

5. What are your weaknesses? 

6. What are your salary expectations?  

7. What do you find are the most difficult decisions to make? 

8. What has been the greatest disappointment in your life?  

9. What do people most often criticize about you?  

10. When was the last time you were angry? What happened?  

11. If you could relive the last 10 years of your life, what would you do differently?  

12. If the people who know you were asked why you should be hired, what would they say?  

13. Do you prefer to work independently or on a team?  

14. What type of work environment do you prefer?  

15. How do you evaluate success?  

16. If you know your boss is 100% wrong about something, how would you handle it?  

17. Describe a difficult work situation / project and how you overcame it.  

18. Describe a time when your workload was heavy and how you handled it.  

19. More job interview questions about your abilities.  

20. What interests you about this job?  

21. Why do you want this job?  

22. Are you overqualified for this job?  

23. What can you do for this company? 

24. Why should we hire you? 

25. Why are you the best person for the job?  

26. What do you know about this company? 

27. Why do you want to work here?  

28. What challenges are you looking for in a position? 

29. Are you willing to travel? 

30. Is there anything I haven't told you about the job or company that you would like to know?  

Questions You Should Ask 

1. How would you describe the responsibilities of the position?  

2. How would you describe a typical week/day in this position?  

3. Is this a new position? If not, what did the previous employee go on to do?  

4. What is the company's management style?  

5. Who does this position report to? If I am offered the position, can I meet him/her?  

6. How many people work in this office/department?  

7. How much travel is expected?  

8. Is relocation a possibility?  

9. What is the typical work week? Is overtime expected?  

10. What are the prospects for growth and advancement?  

11. How does one advance in the company?  

12. Are there any examples?  

13. What don't you like about working here and what would you change?  

14. Would you like a list of references?  

15. If I am extended a job offer, how soon would you like me to start?  
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16. What can I tell you about my qualifications?  

17. When can I expect to hear from you?  

18. Are there any other questions I can answer for you? 

19. What do you like about working here?  

Interview Questions NOT to Ask  

1. What does this company do? (Do your research ahead of time!)  

2. If I get the job when can I take time off for vacation? (Wait until you get the offer to mention prior 

commitments)  

3. Can I change my schedule if I get the job? (If you need to figure out the logistics of getting to work don't 

mention it now...)  

4. Did I get the job? (Don't be impatient. They'll let you know.) 

Send a Thank You Note 

 

• Plan to send out thank you letters or emails as soon as possible (Preferably within 24 hours) after your 

interview.   

• It is appropriate to send an e-mail thank you letter. 

 

Additional Resources/Tips 

Are You Smart Enough to Work at Google?  William Poundstone, Little, Brown and Co, 2012 

101 Great answers to the Toughest Interview Questions, Ron Fry, Course Technology, 6th edition, 2009 

Keep this in mind: Behavior predicts behavior. The head of Google’s HR department is quoted, “Interviews are 

a terrible predictor of performance.”  

Use your internship and past job performance (hopefully positive) to prove your worth.  

For additional job search/career guidance materials, go to:  http://www.lc.edu/Job_Searching/ or 

www.collegecentral.com/lc/ or visit or on-campus Career Resource Centers located in  

Godfrey in the Trimpe ATC Building, Room 251 or Edwardsville in N4, Room 213. 

 

http://www.lc.edu/Job_Searching/
http://www.collegecentral.com/lc/

